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Abstract: Fuzz testing is a simple automated software testing approach that discovers software
vulnerabilities at a high level of performance by using randomly generated seeds. However, it
is restrained by coverage and thus, there are chances of finding bugs entrenched in the deep
execution paths of the program. To eliminate these limitations in mutational fuzzers, patching-based
fuzzers and hybrid fuzzers have been proposed as groundbreaking advancements which combine
two software testing approaches. Despite those methods having demonstrated high performance
across different benchmarks such as DARPA CGC programs, they still present deficiencies in
their ability to analyze deeper code branches and in bypassing the roadblocks checks (magic bytes,
checksums) in real-world programs. In this research, we design DeepDiver, a novel transformational
hybrid fuzzing tool that explores deeply hidden software vulnerabilities. Our approach tackles
limitations exhibited by existing hybrid fuzzing frameworks, by negating roadblock checks (RC)
in the program. By negating the RCs, the hybrid fuzzer can explore new execution paths to trigger
bugs that are hidden in the abysmal depths of the binary. We combine AFL++ and concolic
execution engine and leveraged the trace analyzer approach to construct the tree for each input to
detect RCs. To demonstrate the efficiency of DeepDiver, we tested it with the LAVA-M dataset and
eight large real-world programs. Overall, DeepDiver outperformed existing software testing tools,
including the patching-based fuzzer and state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing techniques. On average,
DeepDiver discovered vulnerabilities 32.2% and 41.6% faster than QSYM and AFLFast respectively,
and it accomplished in-depth code coverage.
Keywords: software vulnerability; hybrid fuzzing; concolic execution; patching-based fuzzing

1. Introduction
Software vulnerability is considered one of the foremost critical threats to any computer network
and programs will inevitably have defects [1]. Many of these susceptibilities have the potential
to exploit programs, often with malicious intent. Such imperfect codes pose critical threats to
information security [2]. Therefore, it is essential to detect vulnerabilities that exist within components
of a computer program.
Generally, it is accepted in the cybersecurity sphere that automated software analyzing
approaches have achieved magnificent progress in discovering software vulnerabilities. In particular,
fuzzing techniques have been applied [3,4] to discover popular program vulnerabilities [5,6],
for instance, “Month of Kernel Bugs” [7], “Month of Browser Bugs” [8] and “Heartbleed” [9,10] bugs.
Fuzzing is the most powerful automated testing technique that discovers security-critical
vulnerabilities and security loopholes in any program cost-effectively and rapidly by providing invalid
or random data that is generated and feeding them to the program [11–13]. It has advanced into
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a straightforward and efficient tool for the verification of code security and improvement of reliability.
Moreover, fuzzing tools are widely used for various purposes. For instance, it is applied in Quality
Assurance (QA) to analyze and secure internally developed programs, in Vulnerability Assessment (VA)
to test and attempt to crack software package or system, and in System Administration (SA) to examine
and secure a program in its usage environment.
Despite the abovementioned competencies of fuzzing, it still presents several weaknesses.
The technique alone cannot deal with all security threats. To perform much more effectively in
discovering serious security threats, it will require a significant amount of time [14]. It also has
small-scale capabilities in achieving high code coverage.
To overcome the critical limitations of fuzzing, a hybrid approach called hybrid fuzzing [15]
has been proposed recently, and after showing high-quality performance across various synthetic
benchmarks, it has become increasingly popular in bug detection [16–18]. Research has shown that
fuzzing and concolic execution [19] are powerful approaches in software vulnerability discovery;
combining them can possibly leverage their remarkable strengths and possibly mitigate weaknesses in
the program.
The cardinal idea behind hybrid fuzzing is to apply the fuzzing technique in exploring paths and
taking strategic advantage of concolic execution for the purpose of providing an excellent solution
to path conditions. More specifically, fuzz testing is efficient in exploring paths that involve general
branches, not to mention its ability to test programs quickly. However, it is not effective in exploring
paths containing specific branches that include magic bytes, nested checksums. In comparison,
concolic execution [19–21] extensively applied in detecting a significant number of bugs, can easily
generate concrete test cases, but still has a path explosion problem. For example, Driller [18] provides
a state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing approach. It demonstrated how efficient the hybrid testing system was
in DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge binary tests, discovering six new vulnerabilities that could not be
detected using either the fuzzing technique or concolic execution. In addition, as generally understood,
the hybrid fuzzing approach is limited due to its slow concolic testing procedure. Hence, QSYM [22] is
tailored for hybrid testing that implements a fast concolic execution to be able to detect vulnerabilities
from real-world programs.
Patching-based fuzzers can address the issue of fuzzing approaches from a different angle.
Although this method was introduced to science a decade ago, it has not only shown remarkable
results but has also been commonly applied in software vulnerability detection. To give an example,
T-Fuzz [23] has recently been proposed and has shown efficiency in achieving of results. In short,
it detects non-critical checks (NCC) in the target program and removes them to explore new paths and
analyze hard-to-reach vulnerabilities.
Unfortunately, these hybrid testing and patching-based fuzzing approaches still suffer from
scaling to detect vulnerabilities that are hidden in deep execution paths of real-world applications.
To be more specific, studies have shown that [24], the coverage of functions located within the abysmal
program depths are quite hard to reach. Consequently, the hybrid testing approaches discussed here
fail to detect a significant number of bugs entrenched within the software’s depths, and patching-based
fuzzers such as the T-Fuzz [23] will have a transformational explosion problem when the true bug
is hidden deeply in the binary. To tackle these issues, we design and implement DeepDiver, a novel
transformational hybrid fuzzing method. We expect to increase the code coverage as well as bug
detection capabilities of the hybrid fuzzer by negating roadblock checks in target programs.
Without a doubt, disabling certain roadblock checks may break the original software logic,
and vulnerabilities detected in the negated RC program might include false positives [25]. To filter out
false positives, we implement a bug validator based on the post-processing symbolic execution that
enables us replicate true bugs contained in the original software.
To demonstrate how efficiently the new transformational hybrid testing approach performs
in comparison to the most modern methods, we evaluated DeepDiver on LAVA-M [26] dataset
programs that displayed vulnerability, as well as on eight real-world software applications.
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DeepDiver discovered vulnerabilities in LAVA-M dataset in three hours whereas QSYM detected
threats in five hours. Moreover, our tool outperformed all existing fuzzers like T-Fuzz [23] and
AFLFast [27] in the presence of hard input checks and achieved significantly better code coverage.
The essential contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

We propose a set of novel approaches to aimed at improving the performance of our hybrid
testing system. These approaches detect the fuzzing roadblock check and transform the target
binary, including (a) analyzing checks of the target program in order to find a roadblock check
that causes stoppage of fuzzing techniques, and (b) negating detected roadblock checks.
To enhance hybrid fuzzing, we design DeepDiver with a bug validator. Bug validator determines
whether a detected code weakness is a true bug or not and certifies the security strength by
filtering false positives.
We propose splitting floating-point comparisons into a series of the sign, exponent and mantissa
comparisons for improving hybrid fuzzer capability if floating-point instructions are in the
target program.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of DeepDiver by testing LAVA-M dataset and eight real-world
software applications. Comprehensive evaluation results show that our implementation can scale
to various sets of real-world programs.

Accordingly, this research will proceed as follows. Section 2 annotates the motivation of our
research. Sections 3 and 4 depict the methodology and hybrid system design of DeepDiver in detail,
respectively. Section 5 analyzes implementation and evaluation of the core techniques of DeepDiver
where the security-related program flaws are found successfully in a short time. Section 6 introduces
related work and explains the limitations of DeepDiver. Finally, we conclude this research paper
in Section 7.
2. Motivation
One of the most efficient solutions for increasing code coverage is the coverage-guided fuzzing
approach. Some state-of-art-coverage-guided fuzzing techniques including AFL [3], Hongfuzz [28],
LibFuzzer [29] focus on the increasing ability of code coverage and quickly discover software-application
flaws. To trigger new code paths, fuzzing tools focus on the mutating seed inputs while generating new
test cases.
However, fuzz testing methods have a generally known drawback. Figure 1 illustrates the
challenges faced by the fuzzer in discovering bugs hidden in the deep parts of target programs.
The structure of software applications is complex, especially if it contains several magic bytes
and nested complex checks (say, checksums). This type of check has always made the software
vulnerability testing system difficult. Checksums [30,31] are a typical way of analyzing the probity
of data widely used in real-world software applications, in network protocols (for example, TCP/IP)
and in various file formats (such as ZLIB, PNG). It is too difficult for software testing approaches to
generate valid input to bypass checksums as well as magic bytes, and the path of the fuzzer can be
blocked. Specifically, mutational fuzzing tools are incapable of passing through complex roadblock
checks, and when programs have checksum instruments, there is a high probability of the rejection of
generated seeds in the early stage of running the program. As a result, if the path is hard to explore,
fuzzers get ‘stuck’ and choose other paths that are easier to take without covering the new path.
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Figure 1. Challenge for fuzz testing methods.

Listing 1 illustrates a simplified scenario and issues regarding existing fuzzing approaches that
explain our motivation as well as common roadblock checks. In this example, there are various
complex roadblock checks and magic bytes. It is widely known that passing some nested checks for
generated inputs is not straightforward.
Listing 1. Motivation example.
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For this motivating example, the majority of modern coverage-based fuzzers and hybrid testing
systems have many limitations and penetration power restrictions to pass through the path blocked
by magic bytes comparisons. For instance, the string “HELLO” in line 8 of the program is five magic
bytes. To bypass line 8, the state-of-the-art fuzzers must mutate all the five magic bytes all at once
and do so correctly. The reason is that mutating “HAAAA”, “HEAAA”, “HELAA”, “HELLA” correctly
cannot lead to a new execution path. Under these circumstances, it is too complex for coverage-based
fuzzers to cover the magic bytes, not to mention the numerous executions that need to be investigated
to pass magic bytes. The challenge is that the most modern coverage-based fuzzing tools are incapable
of knowing the location of magic bytes that are present within the input of the test, causing these
approaches to waste time trying to match magic bytes successfully.
Another common challenge for fuzz testing techniques is effectively fuzzing checksums. It is very
difficult to generate accurate inputs to pass complex checksums for modern constraint solvers. A typical
sample of nested condition statements is depicted from line 16 to line 18 in Listing 1. To reach line 18,
which triggers the bug, the first input must satisfy the constraint at line 16. Secondly, after passing the
first check successfully, it must satisfy the next check at line 18.
Recently, several advanced fuzzing techniques have been made to address the above challenge.
One example is the symbolic analysis-based hybrid testing methods such as Driller [18]. To analyze
deeper execution paths, Driller combines concolic execution and AFL. This technique can learn magic
bytes. In the given motivating example, Driller can solve magic byte comparison quickly, and easily
pass line 8. However, it is incapable of exploring nested complex roadblock checks, and suffers from
a path explosion problem.
Moreover, state-of-the-art fuzzer VUzzer [32] uses dynamic taint analysis to explore those magic
byte and nested checks and emphasizes to the generation of test cases which can execute deeper paths.
However, the execution speed is disappointingly slow owing to the dynamic taint analysis of VUzzer.
Another method is the AFL-lafintel [33]. To convert magic bytes, the AFL-lafintel uses program
transformation and divides magic bytes into small portions. However, it has a path explosion issue
that prevents it from analyzing the location of magic bytes.
Furthermore, one of the most efficient patching-based fuzzing techniques, the T-Fuzz [23],
has indicated high performance in discovering software vulnerabilities. By using the dynamic tracing
method, it identifies non-critical checks and then flips the condition of the conditional jump instruction
to explore new execution paths. NCC is a sanity check that separates orthogonal data and removing
NCC enables the fuzzer to explore new paths [23]. However, one of the major limitations of T-Fuzz is
that when a vulnerability is located in depths of a path under the many non-critical checks, the T-Fuzz
transforms the binary too many times and causes problems with hard disk memory overuse.
3. Methodology
DeepDiver is designed to find and analyze the roadblock checks of the target program, and then
patch these checks to execute new paths. By doing this, we will able to analyze the abysmal depth of
the binary and can overcome the limitations of T-Fuzz [23] by leveraging the concolic execution engine.
Analyzing the process of hard-to-reach codes consists of two main steps in our transformational hybrid
fuzzer. The first is detecting the roadblock checks that include nested complex checks (like checksums)
and negating them to execute the new paths. The second step is exploring those new paths with the
hybrid fuzzing approach.
Detection and negation process of roadblock checks. To identify the roadblock checks, we first
collect the coverage statistics that include branch and edge coverage information. The RCs are found
through the trace analyzer approach that constructs the tree for each input and analyzes the coverage
statistic details of the target. The next stage is the negation of the detected RCs, and there are various
methods for handling this. For example, the Steelix [16] leverages Dynamic Binary Instrumentation
(DBI) to split nested complex checks into smaller ones, and the Static Binary Translation (SBT) is often
used to change the control flow graph (CFG) structure.
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However, we decided to flip the position of conditional jump instruction which is uncomplicated
and requires light work. Figure 2 highlights the CFG in Listing 1 and the process followed after
flipping the detected roadblock check conditions. The nested roadblock check in Listing 1 include S2,
S3, S4, and S5 checks. When mutation-based fuzzers and concolic execution engines are used alone,
bypassing these nested complex checks will be too difficult. Those approaches must generate input
that satisfies all S2, S3, S4, and S5 checks, otherwise, the bugs hidden in the deep parts stay without
getting triggered. After detecting that roadblock check and flipping the conditional jump instruction’s
condition, fuzzing technique can trigger the vulnerability easily. A detailed explanation concerning
detection and negation processes is given in Section 4.2.
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Figure 2. CFG of Listing 1 and after transforming process.

Hybrid fuzzing technique. In this approach, a combination of AFL++ [34] and concolic execution
engine allow us to dive deeper and deeper into the binary. We choose AFL++ [34] for DeepDiver
because it integrated many high qualified software vulnerability testing tools. Although concolic
execution is slower than fuzzing, we leverage it only for tackling the difficult path conditions after
bypassing the complex roadblock checks. Additionally, following our evaluation of the T-Fuzz in
LAVA-M dataset, it showed significant limitations of this approach. When we tested each binary of
LAVA-M dataset three times, due to the program transformation process, it filled a 50 GB HDD in 24 h.
In our findings, this limitation of the T-fuzz can fill a 1 TB HDD easily. To overcome this challenge,
the concolic execution engine is vital in exploring the hardest path conditions. Thus, the concolic
execution‘s ability has been widely applied in the DeepDiver approach. Basically, the concolic execution
engine takes a test case from the seed pool of AFL++ and produces new inputs that can execute new
paths. Detailed information is given in Section 4.3.
Bug Validation. The last step is the Bug Validation phase, which verifies whether the crash
inputs found are true or false. In this step, we leveraged a pre-constrained tracing tool with
a transformation-aware approach. This mode gathers path constraints and provides true bugs by
filtering out the crash inputs.
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This research is not the first to use the hybrid fuzzing approach to discover crashes in software
applications, but to the best of our knowledge, DeepDiver is the first research that investigates
transformational hybrid fuzzing. This implementation not only improves the capability of faster
coverage of vulnerabilities but will also allow the analysis of vulnerable functions that are set deeper
in programs.
4. System Design
In this section, we describe the workflow design and the main components of DeepDiver in
detail. First, we explain the architecture of our hybrid fuzzing approach based on the binary patching
in Section 4.1. Secondly, we discuss an approach that detects nested complex roadblock checks
in Section 4.2. Next, we present a hybrid fuzzing technique including the most modern, fast and
powerful software testing approaches: (a) the AFL++ [34] fuzzing tool and splitting floating-point
instructions, and (b) the fast concolic execution in Section 4.3. Finally, we introduce the bug validator
method that ensures the crash inputs that are found can cause the original program to crash as
explained in Section 4.4 below.
4.1. Overview of the Deep Diver Architecture
To explain the absolute efficiency of our implementation, we demonstrate the architecture of
DeepDiver in Figure 3, which comprises several models: the complex roadblock check detector and
patching binary, the hybrid fuzzing approach including AFL++ 2.60d [34], and the concolic execution,
a bug validator.

Coverage statistics

C/C++

RC detector
Laf-Intel
Instrumentation
(Clang + LLVM)

Inputs

AFL++

New Inputs

Patched
binary

Concolic
Executor

Bug
Verification

Instrumented binary

Initial Input

Negating
detected
RC

Crashed samples

True Bugs

Figure 3. Overall workflow of the DeepDiver.

The fundamental step of DeepDiver’s function is to detect roadblock checks from the target,
which is the non-instrumented binary and negating the detected RCs automatically. RCs are some
magic values and checksums which are not intended to prevent bugs. Negating RCs do not incur
erroneous vulnerabilities. In addition, by the process of detection and negation of RCs, the fuzzer
can be accessible to explore the newly blocked execution paths and the potential code defects can
be discovered easily. However, there are critical roadblock checks that are crucial to the program’s
functionality. It will break the logic of software if we negate the CRC.
The next step is the analysis of the target programs by the hybrid fuzzing approach including
AFL++ [34] and concolic execution. We instrument the target program for AFL++ [34] fuzzer by LLVM
Laf–Intel Instrumentation and afl-clang/afl-clang-fast/afl-clang-fast++. Concolic execution analyzes
patched binary whose RCs are negated. We provide a detailed description of our hybrid fuzzer and
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an explanation why we decided to use AFL++ rather than other fuzzing tools (AFL, AFLFast for
example) in Section 4.3.
The last step of our implementation is bug validator. It can determine whether the crash input
that is found is a true bug or not by filtering out false positives. It helps to identify true crash inputs
that can trigger the bug in the original program.
4.2. Locating RC Points and Negating Procedure
In this phase, DeepDiver uses the RC detector that pinpoints the locations of roadblock
checkpoints within the target binary. There are various methods of locating the RC point in the
program. One of them is TaintScope [35]. This is the first checksum-aware directed fuzz testing
technique that can analyze checksum fields in input instances, accurately locate the RC in the target
program according to branch profiling as well as concrete and dynamic taint tracking, and bypass
detected RC points by execution flow alteration. Another option is using control flow analysis and
complex data flow to track cohesion between the complex conditional jump and input. Despite the
obviously impressive performance, those approaches are very high overhead and relatively costly
(time-consuming).
Conditional jump instructions entail a compilation of checks. It is depicted as a node in the
program as well as two edges coming out from node which can either be False or True [23] in the CFG.
If generated input cannot bypass the conditional jump, it passes either the False or True edge. The key
idea behind this step is to find conditional jump instructions that are not covered by fuzzer-generated
inputs and gather them for negation. The process of detecting RC candidates consists of two main
steps: Coverage Information and RC detector models.
To locate RC points, DeepDiver works as follows. First, DeepDiver starts fuzzing non-instrumented
target binary with an initial input and during the fuzzing process if nodes and edges covered under the
input, statistics of node coverages and edge coverages are collected by coverage statistics model. Then,
if generated inputs cannot bypass the check, the detector designates that check as a RC candidate.
The next step identifies many RC candidates by applying the trace analysis technique. After the detection
process, information about all RC candidates’ locations are recorded. Lastly, detected RC candidate
locations will negate. To do this, we use radare2 [36] automatic reverse-engineering framework python
script named r2pipe [37,38]. It should be noted that detected RC candidates may incur false positives.
We demonstrate Algorithm 1 to explain the Coverage Information process. In this process,
the algorithm uses three inputs including TB (the non-instrumented binary) as a target, the AFL++
FuzzingTool and initial input, Seed. This process gives coverage information CovInfo as output.
In line 4, to generate new seeds, the FuzzingTool analyzes target binary TB with the initial Seed.
Next, coverage data is collected for each basic block BB analyzed under each new seed in the SeedPool.
All covered destinations stored into CovInfo in line 7–9, as well as generated NewSeeds, are gathered in
the SeedPool. By this procedure, we can easily distinguish covered and uncovered destinations, and as
a result, it significantly contributes to the detection of RC locations.
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Algorithm 1 Coverage information
INPUT: TB (Target Program)
INPUT: FuzzingTool (AFL++)
INPUT: Seed (Initial input)
1: CovInfo ←Ø
2: SeedPool (NewSeeds) ←Ø
3: while True do {
4:
SeedPool ← FuzzingTool(TB, Seed)
5:
for seed ∈ SeedPool do {
6:
Coverage ← GainedCoverage (TB, Seed)
7:
for BB ∈ Coverage do {
8:
Mark ← Info (BB)
9:
CovInfo ← CovInfo ∪ Mark
10:
}
11:
}
12:
SeedPool ← SeedPool ∪ NewSeeds
13: }
OUTPUT: Coverage information (CovInfo);
Algorithm 2 shows the detection process of RC destinations, and it uses three inputs.
These include the coverage information CovInfo as the output of Algorithm 1, SeedPool which has
gathered new inputs from the fuzzer and CFG control flow graph of the target program. The key points
of Algorithm 2 are to first construct the tree for each input, then take a branch from TreeConstr, and then
get that branch neighbor which is located below from that branch and finally check that Neighbor is
covered by the fuzzing tool in Algorithm 1. If the Neighbor of the branch is not located in the covered
information CovInfo, that branch is considered the RC destination. In addition, TreeConstr is built by
merging traces which are taken by trace analysis for each seed in the SeedPool and branch neighbors are
produced by analyzing the target program CFG.
Algorithm 2 RC locations
INPUT: CovInfo (Coverage information)
INPUT: SeedPool (New seeds taken from AFL++)
INPUT: CFG (Target binary)
1: RC locations ←Ø
2: TreeConstr ←Ø
3: for seed ∈ SeedPool do {
4:
trace ← TraceAnalyzing(seed)
5:
if trace ∈
/ TreeConstr then {
6:
TreeConstr ← TreeConstr ∪ trace
7:
}
8: }
9: for branch ∈ TreeConstr do {
10:
branchNeigh ← PickUpNeighbor(branch, CFG)
11:
Branches(branchNeigh)++
12:
for Neighbor ∈ Branches do {
13:
if Neighbor ∈
/ CovInfo then {
14:
RC ← RC ∪ branch
15:
}
16:
}
17: }
OUTPUT: RC candidate locations;
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The negation process of RC destinations is straightforward. After RC detection process condition
of the RC conditional jump instruction is flipped by DeepDiver. To achieve this, we leveraged the
r2pipe [37,38] python script.
4.3. Hybrid Fuzzer Approach
Fuzz testing approach. Although there are efficient fuzzing techniques such as AFL [3],
AFLFast [27], Hongfuzz [28] and VUzzer [32] in this research, we decided to use AFL++ [34] fuzzing
tool with concolic execution. The rationale is that it is a highly efficient fuzzing tool and has
been integrated with a significant number of excellent software vulnerability testing tool features.
For example, AFLFast’s Power Schedules [39], improved the seed selection strategy of AFL. It also
smartly arranged the generated inputs from a seed, MOpt [40] mutator, InsTrim [27,41] very efficient
CFG LLVM mode instrumentation for real-world applications, Radamsa [42] mutator and others.
These features make AFL++ a more powerful and effective fuzzing technique than other existing
state-of-the-art fuzzers.
In addition, to extend vulnerability finding capability, DeepDiver supports floating-point
instructions. We can see floating-point instructions in many real-world applications such as ffmpeg
and there are some file formats that use raw floats in the specification. While instrumenting the target
program by Laf-Intel instrumentation in LLVM mode, floating-point instructions can be split, and it
creates opportunities for the fuzzer to analyze the target better. In addition, the example given in
Listing 2 illustrates the next problem with the existing fuzzing approaches. Assume magic number
takes 1.23 as an input in Listing 2 simple program. The fuzzer probability of generating an input that
is exactly 1.23 to explore the vulnerable functions is very low. After the floating-point splitting process,
the probability of the bypassing a comparison such as line 8 in can be higher since three chained
partial comparisons are used. Quite specifically, the floating-point instruction split process divides the
comparison into small comparisons splitting mantissa, sign and exponent and splitting the mantissa and
exponent again into bytes comparisons. The probability of the triggered application flaws detection can
be high, first if the sign is right, then if the exponent is right, and finally if the mantissa part is right.
Also, exponent and mantissa comparisons are split into chained 8-bit comparisons. That means there
are many more partial steps with corresponding instrumented basic blocks, which allow AFL++ to
monitor progress better when trying to find the right floating-point value.
Listing 2. Small floating -point example.

Concolic execution approach. Concolic testing is extensively used in different security-related
testing approaches, such as automatic test input generation [43,44]. In this research, the purpose of
applying the concolic engine is to effectively generate new test cases which can cause the exploration of
new execution paths. In addition, discovering hidden bugs which lay in the depths of target programs
are easy and fast to find with the concolic execution technique.
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The concolic testing process receives program inputs and generates a set of new concrete inputs;
it runs the patched binary on both symbolic and concrete values. At the beginning of the concolic
execution step, it gets a seed from the fuzzer and patched binary, which are negated RCs. After that,
it starts to generate new concrete inputs which can cover new execution paths. To be exact, when it
reaches the nested complex check location, concolic testing engine generates the concrete inputs and
sends that inputs back to the AFL++ fuzzer. As a result, the fuzzing technique can bypass the complex
roadblock check branches easily.
A concolic execution engine of the DeepDiver ported from QSYM [22] and Dynamic Binary
Translation (DBT) [22,45] used in order to natively execute the patched binary and choose basic blocks
to symbolic execution. Newly generated concrete test cases from the concolic execution engine help
the fuzzer to dive deeper into the target binary, bypass the magic byte comparisons, as well as nested
complex checks and extend code coverage.
4.4. Bug Validation
As mentioned above, the purpose of DeepDiver is to analyze hard-to-reach codes and make paths
reachable to discover vulnerabilities hidden in abysmal depths of binary by negating RC destinations.
If DeepDiver finds software vulnerabilities after the RC negation process, those vulnerabilities may
incur false positives. By this, we mean that the crash input cannot cause the crash in the original
program. Thus, we use a bug validation mode to ensure that crashing input in the patched binary can
trigger the bug in the original program by reproducing true bugs.
In the bug validation mode, we use a pre-constrained tracing tool with a transformation-aware
approach proposed by T-Fuzz [23]. In this validation phase, patched binary which detected RCs are
negated. Locations of negated RCs, the crashing input which causes crashes in the patched binary,
and the crashing addresses are used as input.
The bug validation mode gathers path constraints that can demonstrate whether the crashing input
in the patched binary is false positive or not. The first crash input is transmuted to a pre-constrained
tracing tool. By doing this, the trace can follow the code path. Next, to maintain track of the constraints
in the patched binary and the original binary, bug validation mode traces the patched binary with
the crashing input by the pre-constraint trace method. For one crash input, regardless of how many
negated conditional jump instructions lie in the crash path in the patched binary, all that or path
constraints added to the original program. After analyzing original binary constraints, if the constraint
of the original program is satisfactory, that crashing input can cause a crash in the original target. If it
is not satisfactory, the bug validation mode considers a constraint as a false positive.
5. Implementation and Evaluation
In this section, we introduce implementation and comprehensive evaluation to highlight the
efficient performance of DeepDiver hybrid fuzzer based on the removal of roadblock checks in the
binary. To determine the effectiveness of our hybrid fuzzing approach, we divide the evaluation into
two extensively used benchmarking groups, including LAVA dataset [26,46] which inserted many
different hard-to-reach vulnerability functions, and a second group consisting of eight real-world
programs. Table 1 shows details about the first group, LAVA-M dataset.
Table 1. LAVA-M dataset statistics.
Program

Edges

BB

ins

T/Bugs

Options

base64
uniq
md5sum
who

1308
1407
1560
3332

822
890
1013
1831

5285
7397
84,648

44
28
57
2136

-d @@
@@
-c @@
@@
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We demonstrate comparative results of our application by using effective fuzzing techniques.
These include AFLFast [27] which provides effective power schedules, AFL [3] as a coverage-guided
fuzzing tool, T-Fuzz [23] which is an efficient fuzzing approach based on program transformation
strategy as well as other state-of-the-art hybrid testing techniques, such as DeepFuzz [47] and
QSYM [22].
5.1. Implementation and Experiment Setup
We have implemented the DeepDiver hybrid fuzzing technique consisting three major modules,
i.e., the RC detector, the hybrid fuzzing module based on AFL++ 2.60d [34] and concolic execution
engine, the bug validation. The RC detector module was built using the angr tracer [48], and the
detected RCs negation component was implemented using radare2 [36] automatic reverse-engineering
framework python script named r2pipe [37,38]. The concolic executor engine was implemented atop
QSYM [22]. The bug validation module was built by angr [49].
We ran all experiments on a machine with 2.7 GHz Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-6400 processor and
32 GB of memory and we used Ubuntu 16.04 LTS version. We used three cores for AFL++ master,
AFL++ slave and concolic execution engine, respectively.
5.2. LAVA Dataset Evaluation
The LAVA dataset involves many various vulnerable programs and is commonly used to evaluate
software code defect finding tools. LAVA-M dataset is the part of the LAVA dataset comprising four
buggy programs base64, uniq, md5sum and who. Evaluation time for each program was three and
five hours, and we tested each binary five times and summarized the average results. The statistics
of LAVA-M dataset target programs are illustrated in Table 1, including several edges, basic blocks,
instructions, the total listed bugs and test options [50].
We have evaluated our implementation against two hybrid testing tools, DeepFuzz [47] and
QSYM [22], in addition to another program transformation fuzzer T-Fuzz [23]. Unfortunately, we cannot
test those programs on the Driller [18] hybrid fuzzer because LAVA-M dataset applications are not
DECREE binaries. Table 2 shows evaluation results in the first group dataset, arrived at by testing
techniques mentioned above. Moreover, we borrowed QSYM (P) column results from the QSYM
paper and the run time was only five hours. According to the Qsym [22] paper, QSYM detected
100% of vulnerabilities in three binaries of LAVA-M dataset including base64, uniq, md5sum and 57.9%
of bugs detected from who binary. QSYM showed high-performance results in the evaluation of
LAVA-M dataset. Therefore, we tested LAVA-M dataset by QSYM tool in our machine and QSYM (R)
column represents results from our evaluation. According to the results from the three-hour run time,
DeepDiver outperformed them, discovering 88.6% of base64, 92.8% of uniq and 84.2% of md5sum listed
bugs in three hours. On average, DeepDiver discovers vulnerabilities 37.6%, 48.5% and 28.8% faster
than QSYM, DeepFuzz and T-fuzz, respectively. Our result in the testing binary named who is 101 bugs,
and it is not even comparable with the QSYM paper’s original result which recorded a large number
of bugs—1238 in five hours. However, when we evaluated the QSYM with optimistic solving on the
LAVA-M dataset five times in our machine, the average number of bugs detected was 71. Probably,
one of the reasons why the test results did not match was because our machine was slower than QSYM
authors’ server machine, which was Intel Xeon E7-4820 8 2.0 GHz cores with 256 GB of RAM [22].
Table 3 illustrates the number of discovered crashes filtered out by Bug Validation and split
floating-point instruction numbers in LAVA-M dataset. According to these results, after filtering out
reported crashes the number of false positives was very low, indicating the efficient performance of
Bug Validation mode.
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Table 2. The number of found bugs in testing on LAVA-M dataset.
DeepDiver

QSYM (R)

3h

5h

3h

5h

3h

5h

3h

5h

5h

44

21
47.7%

43
97.7%

15
34.0%

29
64.9%

39
88.6%

44
100%

22
50%

38
86.3%

44
100%

uniq

28

16
57.1%

26
92.8%

2
7.14%

16
57.1%

26
92.8%

28
100%

6
21.4%

13
46.4%

28
100%

md5sum

57

27
47.3%

49
85.9%

19
33.3%

30
52.6%

48
84.2%

57
100%

26
45.6%

44
77.1%

57
100%

who

2136

41
1.91%

63
2.94%

12
0.56%

21
0.98%

79
3.69%

101
4.72%

34
1.59%

71
3.32%

1238
57.9%

Program

Listed
Bugs

base64

T-Fuzz

DeepFuzz

QSYM (P)

Table 3. Filtering out detected crashes by Bug Validation and the number of split floating-point
instructions in LAVA-M dataset.
Program

Reported
Crashes

True
Bugs

False
Bugs

Split FP
Instructions

base64
uniq
md5sum
who

51
36
63
111

44
28
57
101

7
8
6
10

41
33
72
159

Figure 4 shows the number of explored paths in the LAVA-M dataset. We compared DeepDiver
coverage results which were a fuzzing execution time of three hours with the state-of-the-art hybrid
fuzzers QSYM [22] and DeepFuzz [47]. Results show that during the first hour of the execution time
results of all hybrid fuzzing techniques were almost the same in base64, md5sum and who applications.
When analyzing the uniq binary, the coverage results of QSYM were slightly higher in the first hour than
DeepDiver. All hybrid testing approaches showed nearly the same coverage results in the middle of the
all LAVA-M software analysis process. However, at the end of the testing process, DeepDiver reached
the highest result compared with both hybrid fuzzing tools except binary who where path coverage
results of DeepDiver were slightly higher than QSYM. Despite the execution time has been three hours,
DeepDiver explored the many paths. Without a doubt, AFL ++ power schedules integrated from
AFLFast [27] and concolic execution play a vital role in covering many paths.

Figure 4. Number of covered paths in the LAVA-M dataset.
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5.3. Evaluation of Real-World Programs
In this evaluation, we used 8 real-world non-trivial software applications that have been tested by
other state-of-the-art fuzzing techniques for a long period of time. Table 4 shows detailed information
regarding these applications. By fuzzing the second group programs, we compared DeepDiver’s
efficiency with the high-performance fuzzing tools, including AFL [3], AFLFast [27], and two hybrid
fuzzers, QSYM [22] and DeepFuzz [47]. The run time for each program was six hours, and we analyzed
each program five times to summarize the average results.
Table 5 illustrates the number of unique crashes found by evaluating real-world programs.
According to the results, our implementation overcame other state-of-the-art fuzzers and hybrid testing
techniques. A total of 159 unique crashes were detected in six hours by DeepDiver. When compared
with hybrid fuzzers QSYM and DeepFuzz, 120 and 56 total unique crashes were found, respectively.
AFLFast discovered 98 crashes, and the lowest result was recorded by AFL with 13 unique crashes.
Table 4. Statistics on the eight evaluated real-world software applications.
Package

Target
Programs

Version

Class
Type

Basic
Blocks

Edges

Input
Format

Test
Options

binutils
binutils
libksba
libjpeg
libarchive
tcpdump
poppler
poppler

readelf
objdump
cert-basic
djpeg
bsdtar
tcpdump
pdftohtml
pdftotext

2.30
2.30
1.3.5
9c
3.3.2
4.9.2
0.22.5
0.22.5

dev
dev
crypto
image
archive
net
doc
doc

21,249
43,935
9958
4844
31,379
33,743
54,596
49,867

31,086
74,313
14,120
6776
43,390
48,791
71,945
62,391

binary
binary
crt
jpg
tar
pcap
html/pdf
pdf/txt

-a @@
-d @@
@@
@@
-r/-nr @@
@@

Source
[51]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[56]

Table 5. The number of detected unique crashes in 6 h.
Target
Programs

AFL

AFL-Fast

QSYM

DeepFuzz

DeepDiver

readelf
objdump
cert-basic
djpeg
bsdtar
tcpdump
pdftohtml
pdftotext

8
0
1
1
2
0
0
1

27
30
12
2
14
4
0
9

25
31
11
8
16
12
3
14

14
12
6
2
8
5
0
9

48
35
13
10
20
14
3
16

Among these software vulnerability testing techniques, QSYM can compete with DeepDiver,
but the number of detected unique crashes is low because QSYM uses AFL, and the efficiency of AFL
is not as high as that of AFL++. We leveraged AFL, AFLFast and AFL++ for our implementation,
and determined that the most suitable technique for DeepDiver was AFL++, which had integrated
many efficient features from the other state-of-the-art fuzzing techniques. In addition, we measured
the number of paths covered to highlight the efficient performance of DeepDiver, and Figure 5
demonstrates the comparison results with abovementioned fuzzers. In general, the DeepDiver has
achieved higher explored path results than its other competitors. Despite the fact that the DeepDiver
and QSYM reached the same results at the sixth hour of the test time, in analyzing the pdftohtml and
pdftotext binaries, DeepDiver explored almost all paths in the middle of the test.
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Figure 5. Number of covered paths in the real-world programs.

Figure 6 illustrates the evaluation results of execution speed per second on eight real-world
programs. According to the bar chart, it is clear that the average number of executions of DeepDiver is
the highest compared to the other competitors. When fuzzing the djpeg binary, the execution speed
of DeepDiver, QSYM and AFLFast were almost the same, whereas in tcpdump binary, those fuzzing
techniques results were slightly different. In addition, AFL fuzzing tool showed the lowest performance
in our evaluation. The reason is that it is very difficult to bypass nested complex checksums for
traditional fuzzer like AFL. In other words, AFL requires investigation of the numerous executions to
match magic bytes in the target program and if AFL cannot generate seed to bypass magic bytes or
nested checksums it becomes stuck. Moreover, the execution speed performance of DeepFuzz was
slightly higher than AFL. DeepFuzz combines a dynamic symbolic execution with AFL to dive deep
into the binary; however symbolic execution-based tools are not able to fuzz faster because of the path
explosion issue. Additionally, symbolic testing tools suffer from the symbolic emulation problem,
and it gets slow-down in formulating path constraints [22]. However, in our deduction, the execution
speed performance of our implementation is the fastest, and it overcomes the other state-of-the-art
fuzzing techniques. On average, DeepDiver detects software vulnerabilities 32.2% faster than QSYM
and 41.6% faster than AFLFast. This is due to the fact that AFL++ uses the Power Schedules [27,39]
feature, which has been integrated from AFLFast and other seed mutating features from excellent
fuzzing tools. Furthermore, the execution performance speed of fuzzing tools is dependent upon the
inputs in the seed pool. The value of execution speed per second drops if the seed pool is filled with
slow inputs, but it cannot influence DeepDiver’s fuzzing performance.
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Figure 6. Execution speed evaluation on the real-world programs (from 0 to 2500 executions per second).

6. Related Work
Coverage-guided fuzzing. Coverage-guided fuzzing is an effective technique widely applied in
software vulnerability detection. Since AFL [3] has demonstrated its efficient features in improving
code coverage, the coverage-guided fuzzing approach became popular. Furthermore, CollAFL [50]
performs accurate code coverage for mitigating path collisions, and AFLFast [27] highly improved the
scheduling feature of AFL, thereby achieving huge code coverage in a short time.
However, it is very difficult for the coverage-guided fuzzing techniques to path branches that
consist of magic bytes, nested complex checks, and checksums. To solve this issue, Steelix [16]
bypasses the magic values branches easily by detecting comparison progress details against magic
values. VUzzer [32] can easily cover magic bytes by application-aware mutation approach. If bugs are
protected by nested complex checks, neither of these techniques can bypass in real-world programs.
Patching-based fuzzing. Symbolic and concolic execution-based tools can generate inputs
that can cover the nested complex checks (such as checksums). However, these software testing
tools are not able to fuzz faster after the complex checks; eventually, they cannot dive deeply to
explore hard-to-reach vulnerabilities. To deep-dive into target binary, some software security studies
have provided patching-based fuzzing approaches. For example, checksum-aware directed fuzzing
tool TaintScope can detect nested complex checks based on fine-grained dynamic taint tracking
and branch profiling [35]. Furthermore, transformational fuzzing T-Fuzz [23] has been proposed
recently. It detects complex checks and bypasses those checks by easily flipping the condition of the
jump instruction [23]. However, the crash analyzer of the T-Fuzz cannot work well for all binaries,
and it develops a transformation explosion problem if the true bug is hidden in depths of the target
program [6,23].
The state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzing. A decade ago, the hybrid fuzzing approach was proposed to
achieve high code coverage and detect more vulnerabilities. Recently, this approach demonstrated its
highly efficient performance in software bug detection. For instance, Driller [18] won the DARPA Cyber
Grand Challenge by its hybrid bug excavation approach that used AFL and selective concolic execution.
Another state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzer is QSYM [22], which implemented fast concolic execution with
AFL, achieved high efficiency performance by integrating symbolic emulation with native execution.
Yet another type of hybrid fuzzing technique is DeepFuzz [47], which combines dynamic symbolic
execution with AFL to trigger bugs in deep layers of the binary. In contrast, to achieve a high code
coverage and reach to the vulnerabilities that are hidden in-depth under the nested complex roadblock
checks, “transformational hybrid fuzzer” DeepDiver changes the hybrid fuzzing philosophy. It removes
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the nested complex roadblocks to executing new paths and deep dives into the binary. As a result,
it will be able to achieve outstanding results in bug coverage.
7. Conclusions
It is rather difficult to bypass nested complex checks in programs for mutational or symbolic
execution-based fuzzing techniques and thus, hard-to-reach bugs will be left uncovered.
In this paper, we introduced a new transformational hybrid fuzzing approach. We implement
a scalable, lightweight hybrid fuzzing technique named DeepDiver, which can detect roadblock checks
and negate them to execute new paths. According to the evaluation results, our implementation is scalable
to test real-world programs and can deep-dive into complex binaries. Moreover, DeepDiver performed
much better than the most modern state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzers, i.e., QSYM and DeepFuzz, as well as
other types of fuzzers in LAVA-M dataset and real-world applications. On average, DeepDiver trigger
bugs 32.2% and 41.6% faster than QSYM and AFLFast, respectively. Ultimately, we believe that our
hybrid fuzzing design will contribute to the advancement of software vulnerability testing processes.
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